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Free Essay: Abstract On March 15, former CEO of WorldCom, Bernard Ebbers sat in a federal courtroom waiting for the
verdict. As the former CEO of.

The objective of financial reporting is to provide financial information about a company to its various
stakeholders such as investors and creditors so that these stakeholders can make decisions accordingly. The
failure to segregate duties, create a system of checks and balances, and maintain strong internal controls could
create an environment vulnerable to fraud. The New York Times, p. The managements overall position in the
company gave them the opportunities and authority to maintain the fraud. WorldCom was proven to violate
many ethical guidelines by committing insincerity in providing financial figures to stakeholders and public;
some of the violation are as following: Customer commitment Ought to be a big company, WorldCom must
hold the trust given by customers by delivering good services. In the income statement, net sales are expressed
as percent and all other items are compared with net sales. The company was at the heart of one of the biggest
accounting frauds seen in the United States. The reduced risk of loss from investing in a suspect fraud
company will outweigh the initial implementation costs associated with the additional procedures. The
company was at the heart of one of the biggest accounting frauds seen in the United States. Frauds have the
ability to produce significant negative impacts on countless individuals and groups. Before accepting a new
investee, Berkshire Hathaway should apply the following practices to assess the ethical reliability of a
company and avoid investing in fraudulent organizations with environments similar to WorldCom. It was one
of the largest securities fraud scandals in history, and the investigation into the extent of the fraud committed
by Enron is still ongoing. Department of Justice disallowed the acquisition of Sprint However, if we consider
facts and results of fraud, we find that executives conduct a lot of fraud in a company. Explain why you think
certain areas need more analysis. Groupthink is a mentality among individuals where members of a group
perform whatever action is asked of them without questioning or opposing unethical actions. They did it hotly
pursuing success, monetary gain, and the praise of their fellow statesmen. For the years last years prior to
discovery, David Myers the Controller and Sanjeev Sethi the Director of Financial Planning , both continued
capitalizing business expenses they knew should have been expensed. He thinks that the company should
focus on being the NO. Sarbanes-Oxley regulations would have prevented the large ownership of shares by
WorldCom executives and corrected the inadequate internal control environment at WorldCom Norris, , p.
Fraud is the intentional act of misleading others about financial information for profit, personal gain, or other
dishonest advantage. Rogers, WorldCom completed 3 mergers in and one of the merger is largest at that time
which is purchasing MCI Communications Inc. The Enron leaders lack of values and respect for others has
destroyed the lives of many, a price to high for money. WorldCom is just another case of failed corporate
governance, accounting abuses, and outright greed. Bernard Ebbers took the reigns as CEO in and turned the
company into a highly profitable one, at least on the outside. First, WorldCom executives were large
stockholders in the company and Sarbanes-Oxley limits the percentage of shares that executives are allowed to
hold. Most of them claimed they conduct mostly operational audits to assess operational efficiency. CNN
Money. In , the company that Bernard Ebbers grew from the ground up declared the largest bankruptcy in
United States history. There were two main issues that provided pressure for the senior executives at
WorldCom to commit fraud. WorldCom executives were doing everything they could to conceal the fraud and
they were very clear regarding any consequences of prying. The employees that are at bottom of the scale
were terminated and replacedâ€¦ Words - Pages 5 Essay about Worldcom: Organizational Culture and
Unethical Safeguards WorldCom: Organizational Culture and Unethical Safeguards Organizational culture is
one of four influences whether an ethical or unethical behavior will be made. All insincerity will generate bad
impact for company and company stakeholders. Recommendations Berkshire Hathaway needs to have
successful investment activities in order to remain successful. Financial Information: â€”  Berkshire Hathaway
success is dependent on the ability to make profitable investment decisions with honest organizations by
incorporating aggressive due diligence practices. Berkshire Hathaway should take note on interactions with
investee management to ensure that the management is not interfering with the risk assessment process. Their
presence and known donations to the community led to unease about the origin of donations received Morton,
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, p. What are the pressures that lead executives and managers to "cook the books? Arthur Anderson was the
auditor of WorldCom during the time of the fraud and their lack of investigation while performing the audit
led to the auditors overlooking the fraud Beresford, Katzenbach, Rogers, , p. Their biggest goal was to be the
No. Hire Writer WorldCom executives committed accounting fraud that pushed the company to be the largest
bankruptcy in the US. These factors continually impact the planning process performed at each level of
management. Telecommunications industry: an introduction. As the former CEO of WorldCom, Ebbers was
accused of being personally responsible for the financial destruction of the communications giant.


